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Incredible Hulk by Jason Aaron: The Complete Collection 2017-10-24 When Jason Aaron takes on the Hulk, the
results are incredible! Bruce Banner and his monstrous alter ego are together no more! They have become separate
beings - and the Hulk is assigned to take Banner down! But the brilliant scientist sure won't give up without a
fight. As the Hulk makes an alliance that changes his destiny forever, Banner unleashes his army of gamma-fueled
monsters! It's the fight everyone's been waiting for: Hulk vs. Banner! But when the dust settles, why must the Hulk
stay angry? Whatever the reason, he's picking fi ghts against drug cartels, sea monsters, Russian Super-Soldiers
and a lost city of Sasquatches -oh, and the Punisher, Kraven the Hunter, Wolverine and the Thing! Are Hulk and
Banner destined for a date with Doom? COLLECTING: INCREDIBLE HULK (2011) 1-7, 7.1, 8-15; MATERIAL FROM
FEAR ITSELF 7
Red Hulk Jeff Parker 2012-11-29 Collects Hulk #30.1 & #31-36. Commander Steve Rogers has a new mission for
Red Hulk... in outer space! A rescue mission goes wrong and Big Red finds himself pulled into a strange planetary
system at war. Epic monster battles! Brazen warrior women! Space intrigue! And... King Red Hulk?!
World War Hulk Greg Pak 2009-05-27 An epic story of anger unbound! Exiled by a group of Marvel "heroes" to
the savage alien planet of Sakaar, the Hulk raged, bled and conquered through the pages of last year's "Planet
Hulk" epic, rising from slave to gladiator to king. Now the Hulk returns to Earth to wreak his terrible vengeance
on Iron Man, Reed Richards, Dr. Strange and Black Bolt ? and anyone else who gets in the way. Stronger than ever,
accompanied by his monstrous Warbound gladiator allies, and possessed by the fiercest and purest rage imaginable,
the Hulk may just tear this stupid planet in half. Collects World War Hulk (2007) #1-5.
Amadeus Cho Greg Pak 2016-04-06 Get to know Cho! That's teen genius Amadeus Cho, the seventh smartest
person in the world - but who's counting? When Cho is declared "Mastermind Excello" by an intelligence contest,
his life suddenly spins out of control - and now he'll need all his smarts just to stay alive! Luckily, Cho - and his
adorable coyote pup, Kirby - quickly meet and befriend two of the Marvel Universe's strongest powerhouses:
Hercules and the Incredible Hulk! When Cho investigates his sister's fate, a complex web begins to unravel. Who has
been manipulating him? And why? Can the seventh smartest person on the planet solve the riddle of his own past and
future? Collecting material from AMAZING FANTASY (2004) #15; INCREDIBLE HULK (2000) #100; and
INCREDIBLE HERCULES #126, #133, #135 and #137.
The Incredible Hulk Greg Pak 2013
Crush Jason Hall 2004 On the day of her eighteenth birthday, Elizabeth Mason undergoes a strange metamorphosis
which causes her to transform into a monster called "Crush," a situation complicated by her being pursued by
teenage werewolves.
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Skaar: Son of Hulk - The Complete Collection 2018-07-31 Born in fire. Raised by monsters. Destined to smash! On
an alien planet shattered by war, no one is stronger than Skaar the savage Son of Hulk! But as a warlord and a
princess spread chaos through the wastelands, will Skaar save the puny survivors or eat them? Skaar seeks the
mysterious Old Power, but can even he stop the coming of the Silver Surfer and Galactus the devourer? The
soothsayers sing: one day, monsters will clash the boy will confront the man who abandoned him. When the Son of
Hulk seeks vengeance on his father, will Earth be turned into Planet Skaar? Collecting: Skaar Son Of Hulk 1-12,
Skaar: Son Of Hulk Presents The Savage World Of Sakaar 1, Planet Skaar Prologue 1, War Of Kings: Savage
World Of Skaar 1, material from Hulk Family: Green Genes 1
Hulk by John Byrne & Ron Garney 2012-01-11 Legendary creator John Byrne collaborates with a host of top-tier
talent to deliver a Hulk saga unlike any other. Join the Green Goliath as he journeys to the American heartland and into his own troubled past - and encounters friend and foe alike. Featuring Iron Man and the Avengers; a shapeshifting faux Wolverine; and Greenskin's old sparring partner, the Thing! The Hulk may want to be left alone, but
that ain't gonna happen with this colossal cast of characters! Collecting HULK (1999) #1-11 and ANNUAL
1999.
Hulk 2010-06-16 "Contains material originally published in magazine form as Skaar: son of Hulk #7-12 and
Planet Skaar prologue"--P. [2] of cover.
Hulk 2012-05-16 Bruce Banner thought he'd finally tamed his inner beast, until the latest rampage of his alter
ego, the Hulk, resulted in the death of a child. His face plastered on TV news broadcasts coast to coast, Banner
has no choice but to become a man on the run. Not only are the police in hot pursuit, but a pair of deadly assassins
also are tracking the beleaguered scientist's every move. Aided only by the elusive "Mr. Blue," will Banner resort
to deadly force to escape his pursuers? Plus: what does it really feel like to bear the guilt of responsibility for
the death and devastation caused by the Hulk? COLLECTING: Incredible Hulk 34-39, Startling Stories : Banner
1-4
Make Comics Like the Pros Greg Pak 2014-09-09 A step-by-step guide to all aspects of comic book creation--from
conceptualization to early drafts to marketing and promotion--written by two of the industry's most seasoned
and successful pros. Discover the Secrets of Your Favorite Comic Book Creators Do you want to break into the
comics industry? There are many creative roles available—writer, penciller, inker, colorist, letterer, editor, and
more. Each creator serves a vital function in the production of sequential art at companies such as DC, Marvel,
Image, and Valiant. In Make Comics Like the Pros, veteran comics creators Greg Pak and Fred Van Lente team up
with a who’s who of the modern comic book scene to lead you step-by-step through the development of a comic.
With these two fan-favorite writers as your guides, you’ll learn everything from script formatting to the
importance of artistic collaboration to the best strategies for promoting and selling your own sequential art
masterpiece. Pak and Van Lente even put their lessons into practice inside the pages of the book—pairing with Eisner
Award–winning cartoonist Colleen Coover (Bandette) to produce the swashbuckling, adventure comic
Swordmaids, and giving you front row seats to their creative process. Make Comics Like the Pros provides all the
answers you’ve been seeking to take your comic book–making dreams all the way to professional-level reality.
Planet Hulk Marvel Comics 2015-12-30 Planet Hulk 1-5
The Incredible Hulk Paul Jenkins 2001 The Hulk has been hounded by armies before. But this time it seems more
personal than usual. General Thaddeus "Thunderbolt" Ross blames the Hulk for his daughter's death, and his
colleague, General Ryker, has decided the time has come to bring him down for good. The Hulk doesn't necessarily
disagree with Ross, since his gamma-irradiated body caused the radiation poisoning that killed his wife, Betty. The
stage is set for a battle the likes of which have not been seen before. Ross brings everything in the army's arsenal
to bear in this war. The Hulk must fend off mutated soldiers, radiation-injected hounds and even tries to turn the
Hulk's own body against him. It's a battle for the ages, but not without a price being extracted from both Ryker
and the Hulk. The aftermath may leave the army poorer for the experience, but it also leaves the Hulk and his Bruce
Banner alter-ego in less than stellar shape.
Planet Hulk Greg Pak 2007-02-08 Banished to another planet by those he called his friends, the Hulk faces his
most dangerous challenge to date. Captured, enslaved and forced to fight in the gladiatorial contests of the
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Great Arena at the whim of the planet's merciless ruler, the Red King, the Hulk faces his ultimate challenge: to rise
and free an oppressed people or to give in to the monster within and destroy all. This is a must-read for any Marvel
fan as it sets everything up for Marvel's big event of 2007 - World War Hulk!
Incredible Hulks 2011-08-03 The Hulk has never been welcome in the civilized world. What better place for the
savage Hulks than the Savage Land? Get ready for jungle action as Hulk and Skaar invade the prehistoric paradise
of Ka-Zar, Lord of the Hidden Jungle. Featuring the showstopping pencils of superstar Dale Eaglesham and the
return of a deadly frenemy the Hulk should never have forgotten. In the slaughterhouse of Planet Sakaar's
gladiatorial arenas, the Hulk and his Warbound companions swore to stand forever at each other's sides. Now,
alongside Ka-Zar and Skaar, that oath faces its final test. Will their great bond end in rout or redemption?
Collecting INCREDIBLE HULKS #623-629.
Avengers Vs. Thanos Jim Starlin 2014-10-29 Collects Iron Man (1968) #55; Captain Marvel (1968) #25-30;
Marvel Feature (1971) #12; Daredevil (1964) #105-107; Captain Marvel (1968) #31-33;Avengers (1963)
#125; Warlock (1972) #9-11, 15; Avengers Annual (1967) #7; Marvel Two -In-One Annual #2; material from
Logan's Run #6. See Thanos's bid to become a god and lay siege to Earth, with only the Avengers able to stop him.

Incredible Hulk 2012-08-15 Bruce Banner still controls the mind and body of his green-skinned alter ego, but for
how long? Banner, estranged from Betty Ross, settles in at his new Northwind laboratory as Kate Waynesboro
enters his life as his research assistant - and soon becomes his new love interest. But what secret ulterior motive
is she hiding? Then, when the Hulk returns from Battleworld after the Beyonder's Secret Wars, Banner's all-too
precarious hold on his savage half begins slipping, threatening to destroy the happiness he's fi nally attained! It all
comes to a head in a no-holds-barred battle against the entire Marvel Universe - and the ending will shock you!
COLLECTING: INCREDIBLE HULK (1968) 286-300, ANNUAL 12
Mech Cadet Yu #1 Greg Pak 2017-08-02 Once a year, giant robots from outer space come to Earth and bond
with young cadets from the elite Sky Corps Academy to defend the world from the terrifying aliens known as the
Sharg. It's a great honor to be chosen, but this year...well, the wrong kid was picked. Greg Pak (Totally Awesome
Hulk) and Takeshi Miyazawa (Ms. Marvel) team up for an action-packed adventure perfect for fans of Amadeus Cho
and Pacific Rim!
Hulk 2009-11-25 Superstars Jeph Loeb and Ed McGuinness will change the way you see the Hulk! The breathtaking
events that ended World War Hulk rocket into this brand-new saga. When one of the Hulk's oldest cast members is
murdered, everyone turns to the team of Iron Man, She-Hulk, and Leonard Samson to solve the grizzly case. All the
evidence points to the Hulk as the killer, but all is not as it seems! Plus, Hulk goes toe-to-toe with Wolverine in
"Puny Luttle Man." Then, when Bruce Banner sets out to find the Red Hulk, he doesn't expect his search will lead
him to Sin City, Nevada. And imagine his surprise when he arrives to discover the unbridled carnage a pack of
Wendigos can unleash! Las Vegas buffets will never be the same! Plus, She-Hulk's Lady Liberators have one goal:
Subdue the Red Hulk, and make him pay in the process. All this plus KING-SIZE HULK! Collects Hulk #1-9, King-Size
Hulk #1, and Wolverine #50 back-up story.
Incredible Hulk Bruce Jones 2004 All is revealed in this arc - including the identity of the man behind the sneering lips!
When Banner awakens in a post-apocalyptic future, his problems are just beginning. The mastermind behind the plot
that made him a fugitive has big plans for the Hulk. Plus: The Hulk goes toe-to-toe with the Invincible Iron Man in a
classic super-hero showdown! Collects INCREDIBLE HULK #70-76.
Hulk 2011-02-09 Chronicling the final days of the Green Goliath! Peter David and Dale Keown, creative team on
some of the Hulk's most memorable tales, reunite to produce this searing vision of the future in which Bruce Banner,
the Incredible Hulk, is the last man on Earth. It's the Hulk's final battle, as "The Last Titan" wrestles his innerdemons in order to discover his place in a dying world - if only he can survive! Plus: The testing of the first Gamma
Bomb thrust upon Robert Bruce Banner that which he would come to believe would be his greatest nightmare: his
unwilling transformation into the Incredible Hulk. He believed wrong. Now, having been dragged into the future into a post-holocaust, dystopian world - Bruce Banner discovers that his nightmare has a whole new name: the
Maestro. This is a nightmare that only Hulk can end. For he knows that he himself is responsible for the presence of
the evil Maestro. COLLECTING: Incredible Hulk: The End; Incredible Hulk: Future Imperfect #1-2
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Hulk Visionaries 2005-01-19 Meet Zesty Tastee, flamboyant gay playboy and heir to the Tastee
Corporationfortune. That's what the world knows of him, but Zesty is also Magpie, thecorporate saboteur who
fights against his father's corrupt business practices.Zesty's evil tycoon dad is out to destroy an entire
rainforest, and he's joinedup with a mysterious sect of ninjas to help keep 'Magpie' from interfering.Prince Ander is the
sect agent on the case and Zesty has love at first sight forthis dreamy ninja master. Zesty can't understand why
anyone as noble as Princewould ever work with his father. His mission is to find out the secret of therain forest,
and win Prince's heart in the process!
Code Monkey Save World Greg Pak 2014-02-15 A put-upon coding monkey teams up with a seething, lovelorn
super-villain to fight robots, office worker zombies, and maybe even each other as they struggle to impress the
amazing women for whom they fruitlessly long. Based on the songs of internet superstar musician Jonathan
Coulton.
X-Men 2009-10-14 Covers the origins of the X-Men character Magneto, following his life as a young Jewish boy
named Max Eisenhardt as he fights for survival in Nazi Germany and the atrocities of Auschwitz-Birkenau.
The Incredible Hulk: Abominable Bruce Jones 2003-07-23 Two of Marvel Universe's most powerful adversaries-the Incredible Hulk and the Abomination--go head-to-head in a powerful slugfest.
Incredible Hulk 2012-04-04 The tortured soul of the Hulk is pushed to his limits when the person dearest to him is
killed by one of his oldest and deadliest foes. After seeking revenge in the only way he knows how, the Hulk
attempts to find peace. but just when it seems he's found it, an old pal named Joe Fixit makes him realize that all is
not as it seems. but wait - isn't Joe Fixit the same person as the Hulk? Featuring the Abomination, Jarella, Doc
Samson, Rick Jones, the Fantastic Four, Captain America and more! COLLECTING: INCREDIBLE HULK (2000)
21-33,ANNUAL 2001

Planet Hulk Greg Pak 2007 In an effort to try to protect the Hulk and the rest of humanity from each other, an
elite alliance of Earth's superheroes secretly exiles Bruce Banner to outer space.
The Incredible Hulk Peter David 1994 A harrowing new adventure featuring one of Marvel Comics' most enduring
characters. Hounded by the U.S. Army for crimes he did not commit, the Hulk seeks refuge in an experimental
procedure that will permanently transform him back to his human incarnation of Dr. Robert Bruce Banner--and be rid
of his green-skinned alter ego forever. Chapter opening illustrations.
She-Hulk by Dan Slott 2014-02-25 Everyone's favorite Jade Giantess, She-Hulk, has returned for tons of fun,
both on and off the field of battle! As a superhuman lawyer, She-Hulk has tried some of the strangest cases on
Earth...but now, Shulkie is heading into deep space to practice Universal Law! And upon her return, the emerald
enchantress matches muscles with Hercules...but it's going to take brains, not brawn, to get the Prince of Power
out of some Herculean legal problems. Plus: No one hates She-Hulk more than Titania! What makes her one of the
deadliest threats in the universe? And how is Hawkeye's fate tied to She-Hulk's latest case? Join She-Hulk as she
deals with the bizarre legal problems of the Marvel Universe! COLLECTING: SHE-HULK (2004) 1-12, SHE-HULK
(2005) 1-5
Incredible Hercules: The Complete Collection 2019-08-13 Smashing out of the events of World War Hulk, the
legendary Hercules takes center stage! Young genius Amadeus Cho recruits Hercules to help the Hulk - but when
the dust settles, Herc and Cho fi nd themselves outlaws! And the situation is further infl amed by Cho's grudge
against S.H.I.E.L.D., and Herc's feud with his estranged half-brother - Ares, god of war! Then, the Greek Goliath
assembles the godliest super-team ever to take on the deities of the invading Skrulls! Prepare for the pantheonpounding premiere of...the God Squad! But who among them is a traitor? Plus, untold tales of Hercules vs. Hulk and Hulk vs. the Champions! And the excellent origin of Amadeus Cho! COLLECTING: INCREDIBLE HULK (2000)
106-112, INCREDIBLE HERCULES 113-120, HULK VS. HERCULES: WHEN TITANS COLLIDE; MATERIAL FROM
GIANT-SIZE HULK (2006) 1, AMAZING FANTASY (2004) 15, INCREDIBLE HULK (2000) 100
Hulk 2010-08-11 Bruce Banner, A-Bomb, and the Red Hulk join forces to defeat M.O.D.O.K. and his robotic Cosmic
Hulk before he uses it to take over the world.
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Dead Like Me Bruce Jones 2004
Thanos Rising Jason Aaron 2014-04-16 Collects Thanos Rising #1-5. The vile face of Thanos left audiences in
shock after last summer's Marvel Studios' "The Avengers" movie...but who is this eerily disturbing villain?
Discover the hidden truth, as Thanos rises as the unrivaled rogue of wretchedness in this gripping tale of tragedy,
deceit and destiny. Where did this demi-god of destruction come from - and more importantly, what does he want
from the universe? Death has been shadowing Thanos for his entire life, watching his inner darkness grow...but why?
The answers come from the incredible creative team of Jason Aaron (Wolverine, X-Men Origins) and Simone Bianchi
(Wolverine, Astonishing X-Men)! Prepare for a journey that will not only change the course of one boy's life...but
will soon change the very nature of the Marvel Universe. What comes after "Marvel NOW!"? Whatever it is, it
starts HERE!

Hulk Vs. the Marvel Universe Stan Lee 2008 Presents stories of the incredible Hulk as he fights such characters of
the Marvel Universe as Wolverine, the Silver Surfer, Spider-Man, and the Fantastic Four.
Hulkverines Greg Pak 2019-06-12 Collects Hulkverines 1-3 & Totally Awesome Hulk #22. The clash you ve
been waiting for! At last, Weapon H takes on his predecessors: Wolverine and the Hulk! Not long ago, the Weapon
X program sought to re-create two of the Marvel Universe s deadliest warriors. They ended up with Clay, A.K.A.
Weapon H, a soldier with Adamantium claws and gamma juiced blood. But now Wolverine and the Hulk want a piece
of the dangerous creation made in their name! And they re not the only threats coming for Clay. Weapon H s
maker, Dr. Alba, is about to meet the Leader
and the result will transform not only the course of Clay s life,
but also Wolverine and the Hulk! As Marvel s greatest titans rampage out of control, it s up to Clay to stop
them
but what is one Hulkverine against two? Prepare for the fight of the century!
Incredible Hulk Epic Collection: Who Will Judge the Hulk? Marvel Comics 2020-12-08 The Hulk is back and ready
to smash his way through more villains than you can throw a tank at! Watch out, Sandman and Leader, you're in
the path of the Green Goliath and his journey into the subatomic world of the Psyklop. There he will meet his true
love, Jarella, for the first time. Then comes the debut of long-time enemy and ally, Doc Samson. In the aftermath of
a battle with another doctor (Doom, that is), the Hulk finds himself in the sights of the military's Project
Greenskin. Objective? Destroy the Hulk! Finally, with the help of Ant-Man, Hulk will reunite with Jarella, but not
before he's put on trial by the heroes of the Marvel Universe. COLLECTING: VOL. 5: INCREDIBLE HULK (1968)
138-156, ANNUAL (1968) 3-4 (COVER ONLY); AVENGERS (1963) 88
Red Hulk Jeff Parker 2014-01-08 Collects Hulk #25-30. The Incredible Hulk has beaten Red Hulk decisively and
now Steve Rogers is here to give both behemoths a purpose! Red Hulk is tasked to deal with the deadly contingency
plan left behind by Leader and M.O.D.O.K. But to do so, he'll need the help of Iron Man, Thor, Namor, A-Bomb and...his
life-long enemy the Hulk!
The Totally Awesome Hulk Vol. 1 Greg Pak 2016-07-13 There's a brand-new Hulk in town, and his name is
Amadeus Cho! Get ready for gamma-fueled entertainment as the kid genius decides he's gonna be the best Hulk ever and just possibly brings the entire world crashing down into chaos! Cho is taking on the biggest monsters in the
Marvel Universe, but can he handle the danger posed by Lady Hellbender? What will She-Hulk and Spider-Man make
of this very different Green Goliath? And what exactly happened to Bruce Banner? With monster mayhem in the
Mighty Marvel Manner, all from the wild and crazy minds of Planet Hulk writer Greg Pak and superstar artist
Frank Cho, this is better than incredible, it's totally awesome! Plus: Amazing Science during Secret Wars featuring
the Amadeus Cho of Battleworld! COLLECTING: THE TOTALLY AWESOME HULK (2015) #1-4, MATERIAL
FROM PLANET HULK (2015) #1.
The Princess Who Saved Herself Greg Pak 2021-05-18 Welcome to The Princess Who Saved Herself, a children's
book written by comics writer Greg Pak, based on the beloved song by internet superstar musician Jonathan
Coulton, and illustrated by artist Takeshi Miyazawa. The Princess Who Saved Herself reinvents the princess myth
for a new generation, telling the story of an awesome kid who lives with her pet snake and plays rock 'n' roll all
day to the huge annoyance of the classical guitarist witch who lives down the road. Hijinks, conflicts, and a fun
reconciliation ensues! Based on the beloved song by internet superstar musician Jonathan Coulton, the new New
York Times best-selling team of writer Greg Pak and artist Takeshi Miyazawa reunite for an unforgettable
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adventure full of determination, bravery, and compassion for everyone!
Hulk: Planet Hulk Prose Novel Marvel Comics 2017-10-17 Betrayed by Earth's heroes and exiled into outer space,
the man-monster Hulk has landed on the distant planet Sakaar, ruled by the tyrannical Red King. Sold into slavery,
Hulk becomes the Green Scar, the planet's mightiest gladiator - but his new masters get more than they bargained
for when he forges a bond of brotherhood with his fellow fighters: crafty insectoid Miek, the horrific Brood, wise
rock-man Korg, Shadow Warrior Hiroim, noble-born rebel Elloe and her loyal guardsman Skee. Together, these
gladiators start a revolution that could change their entire world - or destroy it. It's a savage sci-fi fantasy
by award-winning writer Greg Pak, guest-starring the Silver Surfer!
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